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Planning Policy

To Whom it May Concern
I have lived in Byfleet for 42 years and have seen some dramatic changes. I want to let you
know my feelings on the Green Belt and how I don’t agree with its release for building on.
The Green Belt must be preserved especially when there is other land available. The existing
infrastructure is already at its capacity with the local schools being full ( I know this as my
daughter has to school in Ripley)! It’s a long wait for a Doctor’s appointment, the roads are
already gridlocked at rush hour and earlier if there has been a problem on the M25. The
Parvis Road now queues from as early as 3:45pm and doesn’t stop until late evening. You
cannot possible think about adding more dwellings until this is rectified. Plans for a 900 pupil
private school will bring more cars in from more affluent areas to drop the children off. The
Green belt land has been flooded and could potentially flood again. Putting more hard
standing on the land will put other areas at risk of flooding too.
I signed the Byfleet petition with had over 2,000 names on it all wanting the Green belt
preserved but have been told that Woking Council are ignoring it even though it was for
preserving Green Belt in Byfleet and a receipt was signed and given to the persons who
handed it over.
Did you do a survey looking for Brown Field sites before spending money on Green belt
plans? I believe the answer was no at the meeting held in the village recently.
Please stop and think about what you are proposing, and how it will effect residents lives.
Kind Regards
Vicki Baldwin
PCN Administration
19b Vickers Drive North
Weybridge
Surrey
KT13 0YU
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